From: Mridul Kumar Agarwal (एम.के. अगरवाल)
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 14:28
To: Mridul Kumar Agarwal (एम.के. अगरवाल); Manoj Kant Sahay (एम.के. सहाय); Surendra Kumar Majhi (एस.के. माजी); Chhaya Singh 
Cc: Asit Kumar Maiti (असित कुमार मैती); Bipul Kumar (बिपुल कुमार)
Subject: Fwd: RTI Online status alert - FAA

Pl find attached herewith the the RTI APPEAL received from Sri Vivek kumar as we have not replied his RTI. Pl send the reply against his RTI so that the RTI and the Appeal can be closed at the earliest.

Regards
M K Agarwal CPIO ER1